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ABSTRACT
Mycobacteriophages (phages) are diverse and abundant viruses that infect species
of the genus Mycobacterium. Mycobacteriophages are categorized into clusters based
primarily on nucleotide similarity (18). Some clusters are well-characterized, while
others, such as Cluster E, are poorly characterized (20). There are 54 members of Cluster
E (39) including the phage Ukulele that was isolated at the University of Maine in 2011.
This thesis is aimed towards characterizing Cluster E phages using Ukulele as a model.
Cluster E phages have long tails of approximately 300 nm and they produce slightly
turbid plaques on a lawn of Mycobacterium smegmatis. Putative simple terminators and
two repeat sequences potentially involved in regulating gene transcription or translation
were identified, as well as an HNH endonuclease at the right end of the genome that may
functionally associate with the terminase. Cluster E phages are temperate but genes that
encode the repressor and excise are not obvious. Gp88 was identified as a potential
repressor gene and gp52 was identified as a potential excise, repressor, or Cro-like gene.
Each of these genes was deleted independently from the Ukulele genome using the
Bacteriophage Recombineering of Electroporated DNA system (35) to learn more about
its function. Gp88Δ mutants are not viable and have not yet been isolated using
complementation. Therefore, gp88 does not encode the repressor. Gp52Δ mutants have
been detected but a pure mutant has not yet been isolated and further experiments are
needed to determine the function of gp52.
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1.0 Introduction
Mycobacteriophages (phages) are viruses that infect species of mycobacteria.
Phages are abundant and diverse biological entities and greater than 75% of their genes
are of unknown function (20, 12). Information learned from studying phages may
someday be applied towards developing new strategies for preventing and treating
diseases caused by pathogenic mycobacteria, such as Mycobacterium tuberculosis and M.
leprae (12, 24). However, the diverse mycobacteriophage population must be better
understood before these medical advancements are possible.
Because mycobacteriophage are diverse entities, they are organized into
“clusters” based primarily on nucleotide similarity, with at least 50% nucleotide
similarity between cluster members (47). The 968 phages whose genomes have been
sequenced as of May 17, 2015 are organized into 22 clusters (A–V) with some clusters
divided further into sub-clusters. There are 7 singleton phage that do not share 50%
nucleotide with any other phage (39). Some clusters, such as Cluster A, are fairly well
characterized. Cluster E however is poorly characterized (20).
Ukulele is a Cluster E mycobacteriophage that may serve as a model for better
characterizing its cluster. Ukulele was isolated using M. smegmatis at the University of
Maine in 2011. Its genome was sequenced and annotated for submission to GenBank.
An overall analysis of the Ukulele genome was performed using computational
techniques. Regulatory elements, such as terminators and repeat sequences, were
identified and functions were assigned to genes that encode enzymes or structural
proteins. In addition, there are several genes that encode HNH endonucleases. One of
particular interest is located at the right end of the genome that may associate functionally
1

with the terminase, a protein involved in packaging genomic DNA into capsids of phage
progeny (16).
All Cluster E phages are temperate phages that use the phage-encoded tyrosine
integrase to integrate their genomes into the bacterial host genome, forming a lysogen
(14). The integrated phage genome is referred to as the prophage. The prophage
expresses the immunity repressor, which down-regulates the expression of phage genes
involved in replicative growth (17). If the host cell experiences stress, the phage excise
facilitates the integrase-mediated excision of the phage genome from the host genome.
The bacterial host’s RNA polymerase expresses phage early lytic genes encoding
enzymes involved in replicating the phage DNA and expressing late lytic genes. Phage
progeny are produced and eventually lyse, or burst, the cell (14). Genes that encode
proteins involved in lysogeny regulation, such as the excise and the immunity repressor,
are not readily apparent in Cluster E phage genomes.
Ukulele genes predicted to encode proteins with DNA binding domains were
identified as putative repressor or excise proteins. Gp88 was selected as the strongest
candidate repressor gene due to its predicted similarity to the well-characterized lambda
phage repressor. Gp52 was selected as the strongest candidate excise gene. This gene
encodes a protein with a domain similar to winged helix DNA binding domains which is
typical for some excise proteins (36). Winged helix DNA binding domains are also
typical of Cro-like proteins, which in some phages are involved in promoting replicative
growth by down-regulating genes required for lysogeny (5). In addition, because gp52
encodes a protein with a DNA binding domain, is located near the integrase (gp49), and
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is divergently transcribed, it is possible that gp52 encodes the immunity repressor (47).
One goal of this project was to identify the functions for Ukulele’s gp88 and gp52.
In order to learn more about the functions of gp88 and gp52, these genes were
deleted independently from the Ukulele genome using the Bacteriophage
Recombineering of Electroporated DNA system (BRED) developed by van Kessel and
Hatfull (35). Gp88 appears to be required for lytic replication and gp88Δ mutants have
not yet been isolated using complementation. Gp52Δ mutants have been detected but a
pure gp52Δ mutant has not yet been isolated.

2.0 Literature Review
2.1 Mycobacteriophages research
Bacteriophages, which are viruses that infect bacteria, are the most abundant
biological entities on earth with a population of approximately 1031 particles (22).
Mycobacteriophages (phages) are a type of bacteriophage that infect species of the genus
Mycobacterium. This genus includes the pathogenic M. tuberculosis and M. leprae,
causative agents of tuberculosis and leprosy, respectively. Our ability to understand these
pathogenic hosts and possibly use phage as a treatment for disease requires a better
understanding of phage-host interactions and phage diversity (12).
As of May 17, 2015, 968 mycobacteriophage genomes have been sequenced (39)
and these reveal the diversity among phage in terms of their gene functions, genetic
regulatory systems, evolutionary patterns, and host ranges (21). Because of the diversity
and large population, many of these features are still not yet understood and must be
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better characterized before information obtained from phage research can be applied to
human health. In addition, because of their rich diversity, phages represent a biological
system that is teeming with new scientific discoveries.
2. 2 Phage genome mosaicism
Phages genomes are mosaic, meaning they are composed of segments acquired
through horizontal exchange between phages. If distantly related phage genomes are
compared, there are often regions of significant similarity distinctly separated by
dissimilar regions (22). Genes with sequence similarity are grouped into “phams.” A
given pham may be present in a wide diversity of phage genomes (18). Genes of the same
pham may have been passed between genomes through recombination (52).
Recombination between phage can be homologous, non-homologous, or
integration-mediated. Recombinants frequently do not survive if non-homologous
recombination occurs in an intragenic region. After homologous recombination, there is
no sequence change at the site of recombination but the flanking regions will vary. New
genes are easily incorporated if the phage is temperate because incorrect excision of a
prophage may cause the phage to acquire host genes surrounding the integration area
(22).
Morons, mycobacteriophage mobile elements, and HNH endonucleases are
examples of mobile genes that can contribute to phage genome mosaicism. Morons are
genetic elements inserted between two phage genes that typically have their own
promoter and terminator within the phage genome. Morons are expressed during
lysogeny and their products confer a selective advantage to the lysogen. Their GC content
is often different than the rest of the phage genome (22). Mycobacteriophage mobile
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elements (MPMEs) have been identified in Cluster G and F phages (20). These are
approximately 440 bp long, have inverted repeats at the site of insertion, and contribute to
mosaicism through transposition events (52). Some phages have self-splicing RNA
introns and others have inteins, which are segments that are spliced at the protein level.
HNH endonucleases are small proteins whose genes self-splice into the genome at a
specific DNA sequence (26). Genes encoding HNH endonucleases are prevalent in phage
genomes (21). Any of these mobile genes can carry other genes with them as they move
between genomes further contributing to phage genome mosaicism.
2. 3 Mycobacteriophage clustering
Phages are divided into clusters and sub-clusters based primarily on at least 50%
nucleotide similarity between phage of the same cluster (19). As of May 17, 2015, there
are 22 clusters of phages (A-V) with 10 divided into sub-clusters and 7 “singleton”
phages that do not belong to a cluster (39). Cluster assignment can be predicted by
restriction patterns, polymerase chain reactions with cluster-specific primers, and particle
morphology. In order to confirm cluster assignment the phage genome must be
sequenced and compared to other phage genomes using dot-plots, average nucleotide
identity comparison, and gene content analyses (19). Certain clusters are better
characterized than others, including Cluster A and its subclusters (20), Cluster K (45),
Cluster M (47), Cluster J (49), and Cluster O (10).
2. 4 Cluster E
Cluster E is poorly characterized. As of May 17, 2015 there are 54 members of
Cluster E (39). Cluster E phages have an overall genome structure typical of most phages.
The structural genes and the lysis cassette are located in the left arm of the genome,
5

which is the region of the linear genome to the left of the integrase gene. The genes
involved in nucleic acid metabolism are located in the right arm, the genome region to the
right of the integrase gene (Fig. 1A) (18). Cluster E phage have, on average, 12 locations
where transcription direction changes. The model Cluster E phage Ukulele has the
following regions: rightward transcribed genes 1−5, leftward transcribed genes 6 and 7,
rightward transcribed genes 8–29, leftward transcribed gene 30, rightward transcribed
genes 31–37 (the lysis cassette), leftward transcribed genes 38–48, rightward transcribed
genes 49 and 50, leftward transcribed genes 51 and 52, rightward transcribed genes
53−58, leftward transcribed gene 59, rightward transcribed genes 60−120, leftward
transcribed genes 121−138, and rightward transcribed genes 139−141 (Fig. 1).
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A.

B.

Figure 1. Annotated genome map of mycobacteriophage Ukulele. The Ukulele
genome map was generated using Phamerator (9). Scale of major intervals = 1 kbp.
Predicted genes are displayed as boxes color-coded by pham and are above the axis if
transcribed rightward and below the axis if transcribed leftward. Pham numbers are
indicated and the number of members in the pham are listed in parentheses. A. Map of
the entire Ukulele genome with left and right arms indicated. B. Putative gene functions
are listed above the gene. Genes added during annotation are displayed as black empty
boxes. CR = conserved repeat. t = potential terminator.
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2.5 Functions of conserved Cluster E genes.
In addition to the genes encoding structural proteins and enzymes that are
conserved among all mycobacteriophages, there are several other genes conserved among
all Cluster E phages. These are genes that encode an Lsr2 protein, an Erf-like
recombinase, a polynucleotide kinase, an RNA ligase, a WhiB-like protein, and a Clplike protease.
Lsr2 is a DNA-bridging regulatory protein found in all Mycobacteria (7). The role
of Lsr2 in phage, which is encoded by both Cluster E and Cluster J phages, is not known
but it has been previously suggested that it potentially could act as the Cluster E repressor
protein (20).
A gene encoding an Erf-like recombinase is also found in Cluster L and Cluster M
phages (47) and likely acts as a general recombinase protein (20). In Cluster M phages,
the Erf-like recombinase protein is associated with the viral particle for unknown reasons.
If the phage genome did not have cohesive ends, it would be possible that a recombinase
would not be needed to re-circularize the ends in the capsid. However, Cluster M phages
genomes have cohesive ends (47). It is unknown whether the Erf-like recombinase is
viral-associated in Cluster E phages, which also have cohesive ends.
The gene encodoing the polynucleotide kinase in Ukulele, gp84, is located two
genes upstream from the RNA ligase (Ukulele gp87). These two genes are likely
involved in a response to a host RNA-damaging anti-viral response (20). Genes encoding
a Pnk and an RNA ligase are in Cluster L phages as well (20).
WhiB is a transcriptional regulator of Mycobacteria and other actinomycetes and
genes encoding WhiB-like proteins are encoded by Cluster E phage genomes, as well as
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the Cluster K mycobacteriophage TM4 (51), Cluster M phages (47), and the Cluster F
mycobacteriophage Fruitloop (20). The role of phage WhiB-like proteins is not yet clear
(20). In M. smegmatis, the Mycobacteria WhiB protein is required for cell division.
Expression of the TM4 WhiB-like protein in M. smegmatis results in a WhiB-knockout
M. smegmatis phenotype. This is caused by the repressive binding of the WhiB-like
protein to the promoter upstream of the M. smegmatis WhiB gene. The TM4 WhiB-like
protein also confers superinfection immunity to an M. smegmatis cell with a lytic TM4
infection. Because WhiB is a cytoplasmic protein and because TM4 adsorption assays
with a wild-type M. smegmatis cell and a M. smegmatis cell overexpressing the TM4
WhiB-like protein are identical, this superinfection immunity is likely the result of
genetic regulation (51).
In Mycobacteria, Clp proteases are involved in degrading misfolded
proteins (38) but the role of phage Clp-like proteases is not known. Clp-like proteases are
also encoded by Cluster M phages (47).
2.6 Phage lifecycles	
  
Phages typically follow one of two lifecycles. A temperate phage follows the
lysogenic life cycle and inserts its genome into the host bacterial genome at the
attachment site (attP in the phage and attB in the bacterial genome) (18). A bacterial cell
with an integrated phage genome is called a lysogen. Under certain conditions, such as
when the host cell is stressed, the phage may excise its genome and enter the lytic cycle.
Lytic phages first use the host's replication machinery to express phage early lytic genes
which encode enzymes that replicate the phage DNA and express late lytic genes. Phage
progeny are produced and eventually lyse, or burst, the bacterial cell (14). Phage produce
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plaques, or clearings, on a lawn of bacteria where the phage particles have lysed the
bacterial cells. Lytic phages typically produce clear plaques and temperate phages
typically produce turbid plaques since some bacterial cells still exist as lysogens (18).
2.7 Lysogeny regulation
The phage immunity repressor is required to maintain lysogeny. Repressor
proteins down-regulate the expression of genes required for lytic growth and are
responsible for conferring superinfection immunity, a characteristic feature of lysogens
meaning they are immune to re-infection by the same or a similar phage (15). Repressor
proteins typically have DNA binding domains, but the phage Giles immunity repressor
does not and is evidence that phage immunity repressors can be diverse (12). Presumably
there may be a DNA binding protein that associates with the identified Giles immunity
repressor in order to allow it to repress gene expression but this has not yet been
identified. Phage immunity repressor diversity makes predicting the repressor gene
difficult computationally (45).
The excise is another phage protein whose gene is not always predicted
computationally. There are two known types of phage excises with different types of
DNA binding domains, either winged helix or helix-turn-helix (37). The excise facilitates
the removal of the phage genome from the host genome upon induction of the lytic cycle
after lysogenic growth. The excise promotes integrase-mediated site-specific
recombination between integration sites in the opposite direction as during integration
(34). The mycobacteriophage L5 (Cluster A2) and Salmonella phage P22 excises have
helix-turn-helix motifs. The Escherichia coli phage lambda excise protein has a winged
helix domain (37). The putative mycobacteriophage Courthouse (Cluster J) excise protein
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also appears to have a winged helix domain. Whether Cluster E phage have excises with
helix-turn-helix or winged helix DNA binding domains is not known.
2. 8 Variations of lysogeny regulation
In order to understand how lysogeny may be controlled in Cluster E phage, it is
important to understand that lysogenic lifecycle regulation systems can vary, as is
demonstrated by some well-studied phages of bacterial E. coli and Salmonella enterica as
well as a small subset of mycobacteriophages.
2.8.1 Regulation of lysogeny in E. coli bacteriophage lambda
In the well-studied E. coli lambda phage, concentrations of the cI and Cro
proteins determine the phage lifecycle. The protein cI is the immunity repressor in
lambda. If cI is present in higher concentrations than Cro, genes required for lytic growth
are silenced and lysogeny is favored. If Cro is present in higher concentrations than cI,
lytic growth is favored. This lifecycle decision is controlled by three major promoters: PR
(rightward), PRE (repressor establishment), and PRM (repressor maintenance). An operator,
OR, which has three binding sites OR1, OR2, and OR3 is in the space between PR and
PRE/PRM. Expression from PR results in the production of Cro. Expression from either PRM
or PRE results in cI production. The protein cI binds to OR1 first, then to OR2 and OR3 with
increasing affinity. When cI is fully bound to all three binding sites in OR it prevents
expression of genes required for lytic growth by blocking PR. When Cro is present in
higher concentrations, it binds to OR3 first and then to OR2 and OR1 again with increasing
affinity, eventually blocking either PRM and/or PRE and favoring lytic growth. The initial
levels of Cro and cI expression are controlled by the health state of the cell (14).
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Lytic growth is favored if the bacterial cells are growing in nutrient-rich
conditions. The protein called cII, whose expression is from PR, is linked to the health
state of the host bacterial cell and controls expression of cI and the integrase. When E.
coli cells are healthy and are growing quickly, the concentration of the protease HflB is
very high and cII is degraded, leading to lytic growth. When cells are growing poorly (i.e.
have limited nutrients) the concentration of HflB is low, cII is maintained, and lysogeny
is favored (14, 28). However, if the bacterial cell is stressed, the bacterial RecA is
activated and cleaves cI, triggering a switch into lytic growth (14, 35).
2.8.2 The S. enterica Gifsy bacteriophages
S. enterica phages Gifsy-1 and Gifsy-2 use antirepressors to induce lytic phage
replication after lysogenic growth. These bind to and inhibit the repressor protein (33).
The antirepressors are encoded outside of the immunity region and are repressed by the
host LexA during lysogeny. LexA undergoes cleavage due to RecA activation in
response to host DNA damage, triggering expression of the antirepressor and prophage
induction (33). While the lambda protein has both a DNA binding domain and a
peptidase domain (54), Gifsy repressors only have a DNA binding domain but this
domain is nearly 100% identical to the N-terminal DNA binding domain of the lambda
repressor (34). No antirepressors have been identified in mycobacteriophages, but
characterized repressors in mycobacteriophages are more similar to those in Gifsy phages
than they are to the lambda phage repressor (6).
2.8.3 Mycobacteriophages with integration-dependent immunity
A fairly unique system of lysogeny regulation is used by a small subset of
mycobacteriophages from Clusters G, I1, P, and N. The integration cassette of these
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phages includes a repressor, a Cro-like protein, a tyrosine integrase, and an attP site,
which is the location in the phage genome where it integrates into the bacterial genome
(5). The repressor protein is fewer than 140 amino acid residues long, contains a
predicted DNA-binding motif, and is transcribed in the leftward direction, beginning
120−200 bp upstream of the integrase. To the right of the repressor is a divergently
transcribed Cro-like protein. Expression of the Cro-like protein commits the phage to the
lytic lifecycle. The Cro-like protein was identified based on its ability to directly
influence repressor levels and also to promote excisive rather than integrative
recombination. The tyrosine integrase does not have the N-terminal arm-binding sites that
are typical of phage integrases but it has a longer C-terminal tail. The attP site is located
within the coding region of the repressor gene (5). The presence of an atypical integrase
protein, a Cro-like protein, and an attP site embedded in the repressor gene are unique
features of these phage and suggest a unique method of lysogeny regulation.
Lysogeny in these phage is regulated by two promoters, a repressor that is only
activated upon integration, and the concentration of integrase. The two identified
promoters involved in lysogeny regulation are PR, which is upstream of the Cro-like
protein and PREP, which is upstream of the repressor and integrase genes. The repressor is
only active when it is missing its C-terminal end, which is encoded by the 3´ end of the
gene. This part of the gene is removed through recombination at the attP site during
integration. The concentration of integrase regulates the switch to the lytic cycle. When
the integrase is present in low concentrations, it integrates the phage genome into the
bacterial genome. A high concentration of the integrase favors excision of the phage
genome. If the phage integrase is present at a low concentration and is active, the
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repressor is active and expression of the Cro-like protein is low. However, if integrase
levels are high, excision of the phage genome is favored, the repressor is no longer active,
PREP is shut down by the Cro-like protein, and lytic growth is favored. It is still not known
how the concentration of integrase increases enough to promote prophage excision when
the phage genome is integrated. There may be an unidentified promoter that allows
integrase to be expressed after integration (5).

3.0 Materials and Methods
3.1 Mycobacteriophages and bacterial strains.	
  
Mycobacterium smegmatis mc2155 (ATCC: 700084; NC_008596.1) was used for
isolating and propagating mycobacteriophages. Escherichia coli XL1-Blue (Bullock as
cited in 52) was obtained from John T. Singer at the University of Maine and was used
for cloning. E. coli was grown in liquid Luria broth (L-broth) (Becton, Dickinson (BD)
Franklin Lakes, NJ) or on L-agar plates (BD). Mycobacteriophages Ukulele and Phaja
were isolated at the University of Maine using the enrichment and direct plating method,
respectively. Elph10 (JN391441) and Rakim (JN006062) were acquired from Graham
Hatfull at the University of Pittsburgh.
3.2 Isolation of Ukulele and Phaja.
Ukulele and Phaja were isolated using the host M. smegmatis mc2155 in 2011 and
2014, respectively. Ukulele was isolated from flower garden soil from Old Orchard
Beach, Maine and Phaja was isolated from a soil sample collected outside of Cumberland
Hall on the University of Maine campus in Orono, Maine. Ukulele was isolated using the
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enrichment method. The soil sample was added to a culture of late-log stage M.
smegmatis with 7H9 complete media containing 7H9 broth (BD), AD supplement (145
mM NaCl, 5.0% bovine serum albumin (Fraction V; Fisher Fair Lawn, NJ)), 2.0%
dextrose, and 1 mM calcium chloride. This culture was incubated overnight at 37˚C with
220 rpm shaking. Cells were pelleted by centrifugation at 3,000 x g for 10 min. The
supernatant was filtered on 0.2 µm filters. Aliquots of 0.5 mL of M. smegmatis were
inoculated with 50-µl volumes of serially diluted supernatant. After 20 min, the
inoculated cells were plated in 4.5 mL of 0.35% 7H9 top agar (BD) (TA) on L-agar plates
(BD) supplemented with 50 µg mL-1 carbinicillin (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) and 50 µg mL-1
cyclohexamide (Sigma). Phaja was isolated using the direct plating method. The soil
sample was flooded with phage buffer (10 mM Tris, pH 7.5; 10 mM MgSO4; 68 mM
NaCl; and 1 mM CaCl2) (PB) and incubated at room temperature for 20 min before being
filtered on 0.2 µm filters. Aliquots of 0.5 mL of M. smegmatis were each inoculated with
50-µl volumes of the filtrate. After 20 min, the cells were plated in TA as described
above. Single plaques were picked and purified. Large-scale lysates were prepared on
solid media, harvested in PB and filtered on 0.2 µm filters.
3.3 Plasmids.
Plasmid vector pST-KT (44), which replicates extrachromosomally in both E. coli
and M. smegmatis, was used for complementation studies. Expression of the cloned gene
is controlled by the Pmyc1tetO promoter and is induced by anhydrotetracycline. Plasmid
vector pST-KT encodes a kanamycin resistance gene. Proteins are tagged with histidine
and FLAG tags (44).
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Plasmid pJV53 encodes a kanamycin resistance gene and phage recombinase
genes from mycobacteriophage Che9c (57). M. smegmatis cells were transformed with
pJV53 using electroporation as previously described (57) to generate a recombineering
strain of M. smegmatis to use for Bacteriophage Recombineering of Electroporated DNA
(37).
Plasmid DNA was isolated with the QIAprep Spin Miniprep kit according to the
manufacturer’s recommendations (Qiagen Inc. USA, Valencia, CA).
3.4 Media and growth conditions.
M. smegmatis mc2155 cells were grown in complete media (7H9 broth (BD), 10%
AD supplement, 1 mM calcium chloride, 50 µg mL-1 carbenicillin (Sigma, St. Louis,
MO), and 10 µg mL-1 carboheximide (Sigma)) supplemented with 25 ng mL-1 kanamycin
when needed. Cells were incubated at 37˚C with shaking at 220 rpm until reaching the
late-log stage of growth (4 d). M. smegmatis was also cultured on 7H10 agar plates
(BD). Ukulele M. smegmatis lysogens were incubated at room temperature first with
0.005% Tween-80 (Fisher Scientific, Fair Lawn NJ ) for 1 week then sub-cultured into
complete media without Tween-80 and grown until cells reached late-log stage of growth
(1 week). E. coli XL1-Blue cells were cultured in L-broth (BD) supplemented with
kanamycin at a concentration of 50 ng mL-1.
3.5 Preservation of cultures and mycobacteriophage lysates.
Bacterial strains were preserved in glycerol. Five-mL cultures were centrifuged at
speed 7 in a clinical centrifuge for 10 min and re-suspended in 1.5 mL of fresh media
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with a final concentration of 20% glycerol. Contents were stored in a cryo tube at -80˚C.
Mycobacteriophage lysates were also preserved in a cryo tube at a final concentration of
20% glycerol at -80˚C.
3.6 Electron microscopy.	
  
Samples of Ukulele were examined using a transmission electron microscope.
Five µl of serially diluted Ukulele lysate was applied to an M. smegmatis lawn. After
overnight incubation at 37˚C, 10 µl of PB was dispensed on the spot showing nearly
confluent bacterial lysis. The phage-containing buffer solution was collected and added
to 30 µl of PB. A 200-mean carbon coated copper grid (Ted Pella, Inc., Reddington,
CA) was treated with 5 µl of the phage preparation for 5 min. Grids were stained with
1.0% uranyl acetate.
3.7 Lysogen isolation and assays.
Ukulele M. smegmatis lysogens were isolated using a procedure modified from
W. Pope, G. Sarkis, & G. Hatfull, and Greg Broussard (48). Dilutions of late-log stage M.
smegmatis were plated on 7H10 agar (BD) seeded heavily with Ukulele particles.
Resulting colonies were tested for lysogeny by spotting 107, 105, 103, and 101 Ukulele
particles on a lawn of the potential lysogen. An absence of lysis suggests the potential
lysogen is a true lysogen. To determine superinfection immunity patterns of Ukulele
lysogens, serially diluted lysates of Rakim, Elph10, and Phaja were applied to lawns of
Ukulele M. smegmatis lysogens and lawns of M. smegmatis as control.
The stability of Ukulele M. smegmatis lysogens when incubated at 37˚C and at
room temperature were compared. Beginning at an OD600 of 0.1, a 1 mL sample was
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removed every few hours from a Ukulele M. smegmatis lysogen culture incubating at
37˚C with 220 rpm shaking and from a Ukulele M. smegmatis lysogen culture incubating
at room temperature (~30˚C) with 220 rpm shaking. A viable count was performed and
the OD600 was measured for each time point. Cells were pelleted with max speed
centrifugation for 2 min. The supernatant was removed and 0.5-ml M. smegmatis aliquots
were inoculated with 10 µl of serially diluted supernatant and plated with TA after a 15
min incubation at room temperature. The number of plaque forming units in the
supernatant was plotted against the number of colony forming units in the culture for
each the 37˚C culture and the room temperature culture at each time point. Graphs were
compared to determine if the Ukulele lysogens are more stable when incubated at 37˚C or
at room temperature.
3.8 Mycobacteriophage DNA isolation and sequencing.
Mycobacteriophage genomic DNA was isolated using the Promega Wizard DNA
Clean up kit (Promega, Madison, WI) according to the manufacturer’s recommendations.
Ukulele genomic DNA was sequenced at the University of Pittsburgh using 454
sequencing.
3.9 Annotation of the Ukulele genome.
Glimmer (13), GeneMark (3), NCBI BLAST (1), DNA Master (32), and
Phamerator (9) were used to determine the most appropriate start codon for the predicted
Ukulele genes and to identify putative gene functions. The web-based HHPred homology
detection tool was used with all available HMM databases (pdb70_02Apr15,
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pdb_on_hold_2Apri15, SCOPe95_2.04, SCOPe70_2.04, cdd_14Jan15, pfamA_27.0,
smart_14Jan15, panther_16Sep14, tigrfam_16Sep14, pirsf_16Sep14, COG_14Jan15,
KOG)14Jan15, CATH_v3.4.0_5Jul11, supfam_16Sep14, pfam_14Jan15, and
cd_14Jan15) to detect potential conserved domains in phage gene products (54). Phyre2
(27) with the intensive setting was used to predict tertiary structure in the gene products.
Coding potential was detected using GeneMark (3) for M. smegmatis and M.
tuberculosis. The annotated Ukulele genome was submitted to GenBank on October 22,
2014.
3.10 Computational analysis of Ukulele.
Putative rho-independent terminators were predicted by sequence analysis and by
using the online software ARNold (40). Putative promoters were identified using
programs on DNA Master (32) that search for -10 and -35 sequences based on E. coli
promoters. Repeats in the Ukulele genome sequence were identified using Multiple EM
for Motif Elicitation (MEME) and Find Individual Motif Occurrences (FIMO) (2).
Cluster E genome sequences were compared using dotplots generated by the program
Gepard (30).
3.11 Gene deletions.
Gene deletions were performed using a modified procedure from Marinelli et al,
2008 (36). Gene deletion substrates consist of sequence identical to approximately 100
base pairs upstream and 100 base pairs downstream of the candidate gene, containing
approximately 21 bp of homology with the 5´ and 3´ ends of the gene to be deleted.
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Between these flanking sequences is an 18-bp tag sequence in place of the gene. The 18bp tag for the gp88 deletion substrate is ATC TTG ATA CAG GTC AGA and the tag
sequence for the gp52 deletion substrate is TAT CAA GAA ATA GTT CTT.
Gene deletion substrates were synthesized using PCR with either Phusion
polymerase (New England Biolabs (NEB), Ipswitch, MA) or Q5 HotStart High-Fidelity
polymerase (NEB) in 50-µl reactions with 0.5 µM of forward and reverse primers (Table
1) according to manufacturer’s recommendations. Upstream and downstream portions of
the gp88 deletion substrate were amplified with the gp89 UO Forward and gp89 UO
Reverse primer set and the gp89 DO Reverse and gp89 DO Forward primer set,
respectively, with Phusion (NEB) using HF buffer and 200 µM dNTPs. Reactions were
heated for 30 s at 98°C, followed by 35 cycles of 10 s at 98 °C, 30 s at 63°C, and 30 s at
72°C and a final extension time of 10 min at 72°C. A second round of PCR was
performed with gp89 UO Forward and gp89 DO Reverse primers to synthesize the two
portions and amplify the deletion substrate. Upstream and downstream portions of the
gp52 deletion substrate were amplified using Phusion (NEB) as described above with the
gp52deletion_UO_L and gp52_del_oligo_UO_R_longtag primer set and the
gp52_del_oligo_DO_L_longtag and gp52deletion_DO_R primer set, respectively.
Reactions were heated for 30 s at 98°C, followed by 35 cycles of 10 s at 98 °C, 20 s at
57°C, and 30 s at 72°C and a final extension time of 10 min at 72°C. A second round of
PCR to synthesize the deletion substrate was performed with the Q5 HotStart polymerase
in 50-µl reactions using the Q5 reaction buffer, 200 µM dNTPs, and 0.5 µM of each
gp52deletion_UO_L and gp52deletion_DO_R primer. Reactions were heated for 30 s at
98°C, followed by 35 cycles of 10 s at 98°C, 20 s at 67°C, and 20 s at 72°C and a final
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extension time of 2 min at 72°C. Deletion substrates were sequenced to confirm correct
construction. Primers for generating and sequencing the deletion substrates were
designed using Primer3 with default settings and adjustments to create a product of a
desired size (56, 29). Primers are listed in Table 1.
Electrocompetent M. smegmatis (pJV53) cells were prepared using protocols
described in van Kessel and Hatfull, 2007 (57). Cells were co-electroporated with 1 µg of
Ukulele genomic DNA in 1 µl of 1 mM Tris and 2 µg of the deletion substrate in 2 µl of
10 mM Tris (pH 7.5). Time constants ranging from 14.9–18.2 resulted in plaques.
Electroporated cells recovered in 7H9 media (BD) with 10% AD supplement and 1 mM
CaCl2 for 2 h 15 min at 37˚C with no shaking. Cells were plated on 7H10 agar (BD) with
4.5 mL TA and with an additional top layer of 300 µl of M. smegmatis cells with 1 mL of
TA. Plates were incubated at 30˚C for 4 d.
Twenty resulting plaques were screened using PCR. Using Primer3 (56, 29)
primers were designed to anneal to sequences flanking the deleted genes (Table 1). A tagspecific primer was also designed that anneals to the tag sequence. Plaques were picked
into 50 µl of PB using a sterile stick and 1 µl of this solution was used as template in the
PCR screening for mutants. PCR reactions were performed in 20-µl volumes containing
Promega Master Mix Taq polymerase (Promega) and 0.5 µM each of forward and reverse
primer (Table 1) according to manufacturer’s recommendations. Reactions with both
gp88Δ flanking primers (gp89_del_scan_Right and gp89_del_scan_Left) and tagspecific primers (gp89_del_scan_Right and gp88del_tag-specific_L) were heated for 5
min at 95°C, followed by 35 cycles of 30 s at 95 °C, 30 s at 56°C, and 1 min at 72°C and
a final extension time of 5 min at 72°C. The plaque with the highest number of mutants
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was streaked onto L-agar (BD) and twenty secondary plaques were screened using both
flanking and tag specific primers.
Twenty plaques resulting from the deletion of gp52 were also screened using
PCR. Both flanking and tag-specific primers were designed using Primer3 (56, 29) to
screen for gp52Δ mutants. PCR reactions were performed in 20-µl volumes containing
Promega Master Mix Taq polymerase (Promega) and 0.5 µM each of forward and reverse
primer (Table 1) according to manufacturer’s recommendations. Reactions with flanking
primers (UKU_attP_52-53_R and UScan-6_L) were heated for 30 s at 95°C, followed by
35 cycles of 30 s at 95°C, 30 s at 58°C, and 2 min at 68°C and a final extension time of 5
min at 68°C. Reactions with tag-specific primers (UKU_attP_52-53_R and
gp52_del_tag-specific_L) were heated for 30 s at 95°C, followed by 35 cycles of 30 s at
95 °C, 30 s at 51°C, and 2 min at 68°C and a final extension time of 5 min at 68°C. The
plaque with the highest number of mutants was streaked onto L-agar (BD) and seven
secondary plaques plus a scraping of mixed plaques and cells were screened using both
flanking and tag specific primers.
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Table 1. Primers used in this study
Primer name

Sequence 5´−3´

gp88_cloning_pST_KT_L
gp88_cloning_pST-KT_R
gp52_del_oligo_UO_R_lon
gtag
gp52_del_oligo_DO_L_lon
gtag
gp88del_tag-specific_L
gp52deletion_DO_R
gp52deletion_UO_L

TAAATAGGATCCAAAATGTGCGTGAAG
ATTATTAAGCTTTCATGCCGCCGATTC

UKU_attP_52-53_R
UScan_6_L
gp52_del_tag-specific_L
gp89_del_scan_Right
gp89_del_scan_Left
gp89 UO Forward

GAACTAAAGCACAGCGAAACG
CAGGCTGGAGATCATGTGTG

gp89 UO Reverse

GATCAAGATTTCTTGATACCCACCTTGTACCGCG
TATCAAGAAATCTTGATCATTTGACCCCATGCGACA
C
AGGGTCGCATCTTGATACAG
CAGGGTATTTGCGTTGTCCC
GCGCCGAGGAAAATGTACTC

GGTGGGTATCAAGAAATCT
GAGACACTCGCCCGATACC
GGACTAGTGCCGACGATCTT
AGCGGGGAAGTCGACGA
TCTGACCTGTATCAAGATGCGACCCTGCTTCACGCA
CA
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3.12 Agarose gel electrophoresis. 	
  
DNA fragments were separated on 0.7%–2% SeaKem LE agarose gels (Lonza,
Rockland, ME) in Tris-acetate-EDTA buffer (40 mM Tris-acetate, 20 mM HOAc, 2 mM
EDTA). Gels were stained with ethidium bromide and visualized using a UV
transilluminator.
3.13 Construction of a pST-KT plasmid recombinant.	
  
PCR was used to amplify gp88 and the gp88 PCR product was inserted into pSTKT (44) to construct pST-KT-gp88. Forward (gp88_cloning_pST_KT_L) and reverse
(gp88_cloning_pST_KT_R) primers were designed using Primer3 with default settings
(53, 28) such that they amplified the entire target gene and incorporated restriction sites
and an additional 6 bp to each end of the amplicon (Table 1). PCR was performed in 50µl reactions containing 0.5 µM of each forward and reverse primer, Phusion polymerase,
and GC buffer (NEB). Reactions were heated for 30 s at 98°C, 10 s at 98˚C, 20 s at 45˚C,
and 30 s at 72˚C followed by 35 cycles of 10 s at 98°C, 20 s at 60°C, and 30 s at 72°C
and a final extension time of 10 min at 72°C. PCR products were electrophoresed and gel
purified using the QIA Gel Extraction Kit (Qiagen). The PCR product and pST-KT
vector were digested with restriction endonucleases HindIII and BamHI (NEB) in TA
buffer (33 mM Tris-acetate, pH 7.9; 66 mM potassium acetate, 10 mM magnesium
acetate; 0.5 mM dithiothreitol; 100 µg of nuclease-free Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA))
(42) according to the manufacturer’s recommendations. Digested PCR fragments were
ligated to digested pST-KT plasmid. Ligations were performed overnight at 13°C in 20µl reactions containing T4 DNA Ligase (NEB) and 100 ng of total DNA. Half of the
ligation mixture (50 ng of DNA) was transformed into 200 µl of competent E. coli XL1-
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Blue cells (Bullock as cited in 52) as described in Cohen et al (8). Competent E. coli cells
were prepared based on the procedure from Cohen et al. (8). Plasmids were isolated from
transformants and analyzed by restriction endonuclease digest and by sequencing across
the gene insert.
3.14 Complementation assay.
Complementation assays with gp88 were performed using a modified procedure
from Parikh et al. (44). Plasmid pST-KT-gp88 was electroporated into M. smegmatis and
transformants were selected on 7H10 agar (BD) containing 25 ng mL-1 kanamycin. M.
smegmatis-pST-KT-gp88 was cultured in 7H9 complete media with 0.005% Tween-80
and 25 ng mL-1 kanamycin. After one week incubation at 37˚C with shaking at 220 rpm
the cells were sub-cultured into media with no Tween-80. When cultures were at an
OD600 of 0.6 they were induced with varying concentrations (10 ng mL-1 − 250 ng mL-1)
of anhydrotetracycline (Cayman Chemical, Ann Arbor, MI) (ATc). ATc was prepared in
dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) and filter sterilized on 0.2 µm nylon filters. Cultures were
incubated for 48 h at 37˚C in order to generate a confluent lawn of bacteria. Induced
cultures were inoculated with a dilution of a lysate containing mixed wild type and
gp88Δ mutant phage and resulting plaques were screened with flanking
(gp89_del_scan_Right and gp89_del_scan_Left ) and tag-specific (gp89_del_scan_Right
and gp88del_tag-specific_L) primers (Table 1) to detect the gp88Δ mutation.
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4.0 Results
4.1 General characteristics of Cluster E mycobacteriophages. 	
  
As of May 17, 2015 there are 54 members of Cluster E that have been isolated
predominantly from the northeastern United States (Fig. 2). These phages have similar
genomic structures, shared morphological characteristics, and follow the lysogenic
lifecycle. The average genome length and GC content of Cluster E phages is 75,529
nucleotides and 63.0%, respectively. Cluster E genomes encode 133−148 predicted ORFs
(Table 2) and have a conserved 9 bp 3´ overhang. Cluster E phages share a significant
amount of nucleotide similarity with each other (Fig. 3) but share little sequence identity
with phage of other clusters (Fig. 4). Members of Cluster E morphologically belong to
Siphoviridae and have characteristically long tails, with an average tail length of
approximately 300 nm (Fig. 5). This is the upper length of mycobacteriophage tails,
which range from approximately 110–300 nm (20). Plaques formed by Cluster E phages
vary in size but tend to be slightly turbid and many have halos (Fig. 6). Stable lysogens
from some Cluster E phages including Ukulele, Rakim, Elph10, and Phaja have been
isolated (not shown).
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A.

B.

Figure 2. GPS map indicating locations of mycobacteriophage isolation. A.
Mycobacteriophages have predominantly been isolated from regions of the United States
but also from the indicated international locations. B. Cluster E mycobacteriophages have
mostly been isolated in the northeastern region of the United States. GPS maps are from
reference 40.
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Table 2. Genomic features of Cluster E mycobacteriophages
Phage name
244
ABCat
Bask21
Bruin
Cactus
Cjw1
Contagion
Czyszczon1
DrDrey
Dumbo
Dusk
Elite2014
Elph10
Eureka
FireRed
Goku
Henry
Hopey
HufflyPuff
Kanye
Kostya
Lilac
MadamMonkfish
Mindy
MISSy
Mosby
Murica
Murphy
Nala
NelitzaMV
NoSleep
OrionPax
Petra64142
Phaja
Pharsalus
PhatBacter
Phaux
Phrux
Porky
Pumpkin

Genome length
74483
76131
74997
74210
75603
75931
74533
75075
77367
75736
75339
74969
74675
76174
76217
76483
76049
75586
76323
75453
75811
76260
75554
75796
75808
74533
77053
76179
75894
72790
74655
75101
75842
75685
75779
76217
76479
74711
76312
74491
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GC %
63.4
63
62.9
63
63
63.7
63.1
62.9
63
63
63
63
63
62.9
63
62.8
63
63
63
63.1
63.5
63
63
63
63.1
63.1
63
62.9
63.1
63.1
63
63
62.9
62.9
63
63
62.9
63.1
63.5
63

Rakim
Rimmer
RiverMonster
Sassay
Simpliphy
SirDuracell
Sotrice96
Stark
TeardropMSU
Terminus

75706
75660
75565
73495
75366
75793
76299
74731
74896
76169
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62.9
63
63.1
63
63
62.9
63.1
63
63
63.1

Figure 3. Dot plot comparison of ABCat, Cjw1, Elph10, Rakim, Phaja, and Ukulele.
ABCat, Cjw1, Elph10, Rakim, Phaja, and Ukulele nucleotide sequences were catenated
and the catenated sequence was compared to itself using the program Gepard (30). A
point is plotted along the diagonal where the two sequences are similar. These Cluster E
genomes share significant nucleotide but there are several small breaks in the diagonals at
points that are not highly conserved.
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Figure 4. Dot plot comparison of ABCat, Cjw1, Elph10, Rakim, Phaja, and Ukulele
with phage from other clusters. Cluster E phage genomes share significant nucleotide
similarity with each other (as seen by the diagonal lines) but are not similar to the
genomes of phages from other clusters. There are several short regions of high nucleotide
similarity between Cluster E and Cluster F phage genomes and between Cluster E and
Cluster J phage genomes. Dotplots were created using the program Gepard (30).
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Figure 5. Cluster E particle morphology. Electron micrographs of four Cluster E
phages, Ukulele (A), Rakim (B), Eureka (C), and SirDuracell (D). Scale = 50 nm and 100
nm as labeled. Photos of Rakim, Eureka, and SirDuracell are from reference 39.
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Figure 6. Cluster E plaque morphology. Plaques formed on M. smegmatis by Cluster E
phages 244 (A), Bruin (B), Cjw1 (C), Elph10 (D), Goku (E), and Rakim (F). Cluster E
phages produce slightly turbid plaques and many of the plaques have halos. Photos are
from reference 39.
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4.2 Ukulele belongs to Cluster E. 	
  
Ukulele is a confirmed Cluster E phage as its genome sequence is more than 50%
similar to the genome sequences of only other Cluster E phages. Ukulele has a 75,114 bp
long genome with the conserved Cluster E 9 bp 3´ overhang sequence (39, 50). Ukulele
shares a significant amount of sequence similarity with other Cluster E members (Fig. 3)
but does not share significant nucleotide sequence with phage belonging to other clusters
(Fig. 4).
4.3 Ukulele is a temperate phage.	
  
Ukulele is a temperate phage. Ukulele forms slightly turbid plaques
approximately 0.5 mm to 3 mm in diameter on a lawn of M. smegmatis (Fig. 7). Ukulele
forms lysogens at an efficiency of approximately 7.5%. Ukulele lysogens are slightly
more stable when incubated at room temperature than when incubated at 37˚C (Fig. 8).
Lysogen stability was determined by comparing the phage titer in supernatant of a liquid
lysogen culture with the number of colony forming units in the same lysogen culture.
Ukulele lysogens leak more phage particles when incubated at 37˚C compared to when
incubated at room temperature (Fig. 8). Ukulele lysogens leak phage particles when
spotted on a lawn of M. smegmatis and incubated overnight at 37˚C and are immune to
infection by Cluster E phages Ukulele, Elph10, Rakim, and Phaja (Fig. 9). Ukulele
lysogens cannot be induced by heat shock, UV radiation, or mitomycin C (data not
shown).
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Figure 7. Ukulele plaque morphology. Ukulele particles form slightly turbid plaques on
a lawn of M. smegmatis. Ukulele plaques range in size from 0.5 mm to 3.0 mm in
diameter. Photo credit: Maryanne LaFollette and Matthew Sheltra.
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Figure 8. Stability of Ukulele lysogens at 37˚C and at room temperature. Cultures of
Ukulele lysogens were incubated 37˚C or at room temperature. Over time, culture
samples were taken and the phage titer of the supernatant was determined, and a viable
count was performed on the cells. The number of colony forming units (CFUs) mL-1 as
determined by the viable count was plotted against the number of plaque forming units
(PFUs) mL-1 in the supernatant for each of the temperature treatments. At equal CFUs
mL-1, the phage titer for the 37˚C culture supernatant is higher than the phage titer for the
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room temperature culture supernatant. This suggests that Ukulele M. smegmatis lysogens
are slightly less stable when incubated at 37˚C than when incubated at room temperature.
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A.

B.

Figure 9. Superinfection immunity tests with Ukulele lysogens. A. A lawn of Ukulele
lysogens was spotted with 107, 105, 103, and 10 PFUs of each Cluster E
mycobacteriophage Ukulele, Rakim, Phaja, and Elph10 and cluster A2
mycobacteriophage L5 as a control. B. The same lysates were spotted on a lawn of M.
smegmatis. It is evident that the concentrations of Rakim lysate were lower than
predicted, but it is still clear there are no Rakim plaques formed on the Ukulele lysogen
lawn. None of the Cluster E phage were able to infect the Ukulele lysogens after
overnight incubation at 37˚C. L5 was able to infect these cells.
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4.4 Cluster E genomes have several non-conserved regions.	
  
Cluster E genomes have a significant amount of nucleotide similarity but have
several non-conserved regions (Fig. 10). One of these regions is within an ORF predicted
to encode a D-alanyl-D-alanine carboxypetidase. Another contains a group of leftward
transcribed genes of unknown function and is just upstream of the integration cassette. In
some Cluster E phages, an ORF predicted to encode an HNH endonuclease is located at
the most downstream point of this region. Another variable region is in the middle of the
right arm where some Cluster E phages encode a predicted endonuclease VII restriction
enzyme and others encode a methyltransferase.
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Figure 10. Variable regions in Cluster E genomes. Cluster E mycobacteriophages
OrionPax, Bask21, Eureka, Ukulele, and TeardropMSU genomes (top to bottom) were
mapped and aligned using the program Phamerator (9). Features of the map are the same
as those described in Figure 1. A shading spectrum from purple to red is used to indicate
nucleotide similarity. Purple indicates significant nucleotide similarity and red indicates
less significant similarity. White areas indicate dissimilar nucleotide similarities with
alignment E values less than 10-4 (47). Three particularly non-conserved regions are
indicated: one in the ORF encoding a D-alanyl-D-alanine carboxypeptidase, one
upstream of the integration cassette where some Cluster E phages have an ORF predicted
to encode an HNH endonuclease, and one in the middle of the right arm where some
Cluster E phages encode a predicted endonuclease VII restriction enzyme and others
encode a methyltransferase.
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4.5 Four putative terminators were identified in Ukulele.	
  
Four putative factor-independent terminators were identified in Ukulele
downstream of gp29, gp31, gp37, and gp38. The program ARNold (40) identified 11
putative terminators in the Ukulele genome. However, only two of these are located
downstream of an ORF or set of ORFs and therefore were the only two called as putative
terminators. Two additional putative terminators were identified by inspecting the
nucleotide sequence between convergently transcribed genes (Fig. 11). There are 5 other
locations with convergently transcribed genes where a terminator for each gene should be
present, but where no hairpin structures or U-rich regions were observed.
Only one terminator was identified in the intergenic region of convergently
transcribed genes gp29 (rightward) and gp30 (leftward). The stop codons of gp29 and
gp30 overlap and the predicted gp29 terminator overlaps gp30 (Fig. 12). Gp29 terminates
at 28,736 and gp30 terminates at 28,723. The protein encoded by gp29 has no known
function and the protein encoded by gp30 has a predicted DNA binding domain and
shares tertiary structure with the SinR repressor DNA binding domain.
There are two predicted terminators in the 236 bp gap between the convergently
transcribed genes gp37 and gp38. Gp37 (rightward) terminates at 33,138 and has a
predicted terminator whose U-rich region begins at 33,279. Gp38 (leftward) terminates
33,375 and the predicted terminator’s U-rich region ends at 33,340 (Fig 13A). This
predicted terminator does not have a perfect hairpin sequence but RNA fold (22) predicts
it will fold into a stem-loop structure (Fig 13B).
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Figure 11. Predicted terminators in Ukulele. Simple terminators were predicted with
the program ARNold (40) and by sequence analysis. Colored text indicates the stem-loop
structure. Blue = stem, red = loop, black = U-rich sequence. The position of the
terminator is identified as the first position in the stem-loop structure.
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Figure 12. Overlapping structure of gp29 and gp30. Gp29 and gp30 are convergently
transcribed but overlap by 14 bp. The predicted terminator for gp29 overlaps with gp30
by 48 bp.
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A.

B.

Figure 13. Predicted terminator for gp37. A. The predicted simple terminator for gp37
does not have a perfect hairpin sequence and the stem sequence is longer than is typical
of mycobacterial promoters (11). B. RNA fold (23) predicts that the sequence of this
putative terminator will fold into a stem-loop structure.
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4.6 Two conserved repeats have been identified in Ukulele.	
  
Conserved repeat 1 (CR1) is a 15-bp asymmetric consensus sequence of
5−CTTCACTGAACTg/aAA and occurs five times in the Ukulele genome, four of which
are oriented in the direction of transcription (Fig. 14). CR1-1 and CR1-5 are located in an
intergenic region just downstream of the upstream gene’s termination codon. CR1-2 is
located upstream of gp52 and is oriented in the direction of gp52 leftward transcription.
CR1-3 is located upstream of gp53 and is oriented in the direction of gp53 rightward
transcription. Because CR1-3 is almost an inverted repeat, it is possible that CR1-3 is
oriented in the direction of gp53 transcription (not shown in Fig. 14). In this orientation,
CR1-3 overlaps with the -10 box of the strongest promoter for gp53 (TTAGTT, at
39,975) predicted by DNA Master (32). CR1-4 is in the intergenic region between gp57
and gp58 but is not oriented in the direction of transcription (Fig. 14). Fourty additional
locations where the sequence deviates more than 4 positions from the CR1 consensus
were detected in the Ukulele genome but do not correspond to gene transcription
direction or start sites.
Conserved Repeat 2 (CR2) has the consensus sequence
5´−AGGACAACTGAATAT and occurs 7 times throughout the left arm of the Ukulele
genome, with 5 occurrences located before or at the very beginning of a predicted ORF
and oriented in the direction of transcription (Fig. 14). The repeats upstream of gp11,
gp12, and gp18 contain a putatuve ribosome binding site and overlap at their 3´ end with
the start codon of the downstream genes. CR2-4 is upstream of Lysin A, gp32. CR2-5 is
in the intergenic region between gp48 (leftward) and gp49 (rightward) and is oriented in
the direction of gp48 transcription. However, CR2-5 is upstream of potential gp48
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promoters and overlaps a -10 box for a couple putative gp49 promoters (TTTAGT at
37,200) predicted by DNA Master (32).
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A.

B.

Figure 14. Conserved repeats in Ukulele. A. Conserved repeat 1 (CR1) occurs at 5
intergenic locations in the Ukulele genome. B. Conserved repeat 2 (CR2) occurs 7 times
in the Ukulele genome and 5 of these locations (shown) have the sequence oriented in the
direction of transcription and are in an intergenic region. The consensus sequence of each
CR is indicated. CRs are displayed in the 5´ to 3´ direction on their indicated strand. The
strand of the downstream gene is indicated as well. Repeats were identified using MEME
(2).
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4.7 An HNH endonuclease is located at the right end of Cluster E genomes.
HNH endonucleases are small proteins whose genes self-splice into DNA (26). A
gene at the far right end of the Ukulele genome is predicted to encode an HNH
endonuclease (gp141). This gene was not called by the gene prediction software
GeneMark (3) or Glimmer (13). Gp141 has a small amount of coding potential for M.
smegmatis as determined by GeneMark (3) and has a very strong BLAST (1) match with
HNH domains. A similar ORF is called in only several other Cluster E phages but the
nucleotide sequence is highly conserved among all Cluster E phages. Seven Cluster E
phages have a different ORF called that would significantly overlap the ORF encoding
the HNH endonuclease. Ukulele also has an ORF in this location but GeneMark (3)
predicts no coding potential in M. smegmatis and there are no significant HHPred data for
the gene product of this ORF (54).
4.8 Gp141 in Ukulele is similar to terminase-associated HNH endonucleases.
Terminase-associated HNH endonucleases functionally associate with the
terminase and are encoded by genes at the right end of some phage genomes (26).
Ukulele gp141 aligns with 14 out of the 26 conserved residues of terminase-associated
HNH endonucleases (26). At 3 more additional conserved sites, Ukulele gp141 has an
amino acid that is biochemically similar to one in confirmed terminase-associated HNH
endonucleases (Fig. 15). Gp141 is more similar to confirmed terminase-associated HNH
endonucleases than are the other HNH endonucleases in Ukulele (Fig. 16).
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Figure 15. Alignment of the amino acid sequences of Ukulele gp141 and terminaseassociated HNH endonucleases from E. coli phage HK97 and Enterobacteria phage
PhiP27. Amino acids are colored based on chemical properties at a pH of 7. Red =
hydrophobic, green = polar, blue = negatively charged, and pink = positively charged.
Stars represent positions that have fairly conserved residues in confirmed terminaseassociated HNH endonucleases. Black arrows indicate the Ukulele gp141 residues that
align with a residue at these conserved positions in at least some confirmed terminaseassociated HNH endonucleases (26). Red arrows indicate the positions where the amino
acid in Ukulele gp141 is similar chemically to the most highly conserved residue at that
position in confirmed terminase-associated HNH endonucleases. Alignments were
performed using Clustal W (31).
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Figure 16. Comparison of Ukulele HNH endonucleases gp73 and gp101 to the
confirmed terminase-associated HNH endonuclease in E. coli phage HK97. Colors
and symbols are the same as described in Figure 15. The amino acid sequences of
Ukulele gp73 and gp101 align less significantly with the confirmed terminase-associated
HNH endonuclease from HK97 than does Ukulele gp141. Alignments were done using
Clustal W (31).
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4. 9 Cluster E integration cassettes are structured in a similar way as those in
Cluster J, K, and L phages.	
  
Cluster J, K, L, and E phages’ integration cassettes are similar in structure. These
phages all encode a rightward-transcribed integrase that is approximately centered in the
genome and is followed by two leftward transcribed genes before divergent transcription
(Fig. 17).
In Ukulele the leftward gene of the divergently transcribed genes is gp52. Gp52
encodes a protein with a DNA binding domain that is predicted by Phyre2 (26) and
HHPred (54) to align most strongly with the winged helix DNA binding domain of the
mycobacteriophage pukovnik excise. Gp39 in Whirlwind (Cluster L3), gp87 in
Courthouse (Cluster J), gp45 in Pixie (Cluster K3), and gp41 in OkiRoe (Cluster K5) are
in corresponding locations in their respective genomes and encode proteins with
predicted helix-turn-helix DNA binding domains.
There is divergent transcription upstream of this leftward-transcribed DNA
binding protein (gp52 in Ukulele). In Cluster J, K, and L phages, the rightward gene
encodes a protein with a predicted helix-turn-helix motif that may be the repressor but
has also been labeled as Cro in the Cluster K5 phage OkiRoe (9). In Cluster L and some
Cluster K phages, the ORF downstream the putative repressor may encode the excise
protein. In many Cluster K phages, this putative excise was identified by its MerR-like
DNA binding domain (47). In Cluster J phages, excise is predicted to be encoded by a
gene at divergent transcription upstream of the integrase (9). While Cluster E phage
integration cassettes have a similar structure as those in Cluster J, K, and L phages, no
ORFs in this region, other than gp52, are predicted to encode DNA binding proteins.
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Figure 17. Comparison of the integration cassettes in Cluster E, G, J, K, and L
phages. The integration cassettes in mycobacteriophages belonging to Clusters E, G, J,
K, and L are structured in similar ways. There is a divergently transcribed gene that
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encodes a DNA binding protein. While phages in Clusters G, J, K, and L encode multiple
DNA binding proteins in this region, Ukulele only encodes one. Divergent transcription
is indicated with a black arrow and DNA binding proteins are indicated with a black star.
Genome maps were generated with Phamerator (9).
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4.10 The Ukulele genome has five genes predicted to encode DNA binding proteins.	
  
Ukulele gp52, gp30, gp39, gp88, and gp100 are predicted to each encode a
protein with a DNA binding domain and were therefore identified as potential repressor
proteins. Ukulele gp30 encodes a protein with a strongly predicted DNA binding domain
that is similar to helix-turn-helix domains in regulatory proteins (Fig 18A). Ukulele gp30
(pham 6914) is the only leftward transcribed gene among two regions of rightward
transcribed genes. Genes of this pham are also encoded in phages belonging to Cluster F1
and J as well as the singletons Gaia and MooMoo (9). All of these phages except Gaia
encode a gene other than the one of pham 6914 that is already predicted to encode the
repressor.
Ukulele gp39 encodes Lsr2, a mycobacterial DNA binding protein (Fig 18B). It
has been suggested that Lsr2 may be used as the Cluster E repressor, although that would
be a unique system (20). Lsr2 genes are also present in Cluster L and Cluster J phages,
both of which have genes of a different pham predicted to encode the repressor (9).
Gp52 in Ukulele is predicted to have a DNA binding domain that aligns with the
mycobacteriophage Pukovnik exicse protein (Fig 18C). Gp52 is the only protein located
near the integrase (gp49) with a DNA binding domain. This gene is reported to be the
immunity repressor in Cluster E phages Phrux, Phaux, Murphy, Dumbo, Contagion, and
DrDrey presumably due to its DNA binding domain and its location at divergent
transcription in the integration cassette (6, 47). No experimental evidence confirming this
has yet been published. Ukulele gp52 is the only DNA binding protein in the Ukulele
genome whose phamily is restricted to Cluster E phages.
Ukulele gp88 belongs to Pham 1310 which is found in Cluster E and some Cluster
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J phages and is predicted to have two DNA binding domains that align with the DNA
binding domains of transcription regulators and repressor proteins (Fig. 18D). Cluster J
phages encode a different gene that is predicted to encode the repressor, but experimental
results have not yet been published confirming this.
Ukulele gp100 encodes a protein that is predicted to have a domain aligning with
winged helix domains of the mycobacteriophage Pukovnik as well as DNA binding
domains of transcriptional activators and repressor proteins (Fig. 18E). Ukulele gp100
belongs to pham 4051. Genes belonging to this pham are also found in Cluster L1, L2,
and L3 phages, which are predicted to encode a repressor gene of a different pham (9).
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Figure 18. Predicted tertiary structure for Ukulele DNA binding proteins.
Ukulele has five ORFs predicted to encode proteins with DNA binding domains: gp30
(A), gp39 (B), gp52 (C), gp88 (D) and gp100 (E). Folding predictions were made using
the program Phyre2 (27).
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4.11 Characterization of Ukulele gp88Δ and gp52Δ mutants.	
  
Gp88 was deleted from the Ukulele genome and mutants were detected with tagspecific primers (gp88del_tag-specific_L and gp89_del_scan_Right) in 8 out of the 20
(40%) primary plaques screened (Fig. 19, lanes 5, 7, 8, 10, 12, 16, and 18). One plaque
contained enough mutants to be detected with the flanking primers (gp89_del_scan_Left
and gp89_del_scan_Right) as well (Fig. 19, lane 3). This plaque was streaked onto a lawn
of M. smegmatis and the resulting secondary plaques were phenotypically similar to
Ukulele wild type plaques. None of the 20 secondary plaques screened contained gp88Δ
mutants (not shown). A lysate was created from the plate of secondary plaques. Gp88Δ
mutants were detected in the lysate with both flanking primers (Fig. 20, lane 2) and tagspecific primers (Fig. 20, lane 3) but there were no mutants detected in the plaques
formed from inoculating M. smegmatis with the lysate (not shown).
Gp52 was deleted from the Ukulele genome and all 20 plaques screened
contained gp52Δ mutants detected with tag-specific primers (gp52_del_tag-specific_L
and UKU_attP_52-53_R) (Fig. 21A, row 1 lanes 2−14 and row 2 lanes 2−8). No mutants
were present in high enough amounts to be detected with flanking primers (UScan_6_L
and UKU_attP_52-53_L) (Fig. 21B, row 1 lanes 2−12 and row 2 lanes 2−11). A lysate
was created from this plate of primary plaques and the lysate contained gp52Δ mutants
detected with tag-specific primers (Fig. 22, lane 4). Of the 7 secondary isolated plaques
screened, no mutants were detected (not shown). A sample of mixed cells and phage
particles from an area on the streak plate with the highest concentration of plaques
contained mutants detected with tag-specific primers (Fig. 22, lanes 2 and 3). Mutants
were detected with flanking primers if the sample was boiled prior to using it as template
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in PCR, as seen by the deletion mutant 1,016-bp product in addition to the wild type
Ukulele 1, 382-bp product (Fig. 22, lane 6). Neither gp52Δ phage particles nor gp52Δ
lysogens have yet been isolated.
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Figure 19. Agarose gel electrophoresis of products from PCR screening of primary
gp88Δ mutant plaques. Plaques resulting from BRED with gp88 were picked into
phage buffer and were analyzed by PCR with flanking primers (lane 3) or tag-specific
primers (lanes 5−19). Gp88Δ mutants are detected with both tag-specific primers (not
shown) and flanking primers (lane 3) as seen by the 356-bp product. This plaque also
contains wild type particles, as seen by the 1,137-bp product (lane 3). Gp88Δ mutants are
detected with tag-specific primers in 7 other primary plaques as seen by the 215-bp
products (lanes 5, 7, 8, 10, 12, 16, and 18). As a control, PCR was also performed with
flanking primers on water (lane 4) and tag-specific primers on water (not shown). Lane 1
contains the molecular size markers.
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Figure 20. Agarose gel electrophoresis of products from PCR screening of lysate for
gp88Δ mutants. Gp88Δ mutants are detected in the lysate generated from a streak plate
of the primary plaque with the highest amount of gp88Δ mutants, as seen by the 356-bp
product amplified with flanking primers (lane 2) and the 215-bp product amplified with
tag-specific primers (lane 3). This lysate also contains wild type Ukulele particles as seen
by the 1,137-bp product amplified with flanking primers (lane 2). As a control, PCR was
performed with flanking primers on water (lane 4) and with tag-specific primers on water
(lane 5). Lane 1 contains the molecular size markers.
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A.

B.

Figure 21. Agarose gel electrophoresis of products from PCR screening of primary
plaques for gp52Δ mutants. A. Twenty primary plaques resulting from the gp52
deletion contain gp52Δ mutants as seen by the 253-bp product amplified by tag-specific
primers (row 1 lanes 2−14; row 2 lanes 2−8). PCR was also performed with tag-specific
primers on water as a control (row 2 lane 9). Molecular markers are contained in both
rows in lanes 1 and 15. B. No gp52Δ mutants were detected with flanking primers in
these same plaques, as seen by the presence of only a 1,382-bp wild type product and
absence of the 1,016-bp mutant diagnostic product (row 1 lanes 2−12; row 2 lanes 2−10).
As a control, PCR was performed with flanking primers on water (row 2 lane 11).
Molecular size markers are contained in row 1 in lanes 1 and 13 and in row 2 in lanes 1
and 12.
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Figure 22. Agarose gel electrophoresis of products from PCR screening for gp52Δ
mutants in a sample of mixed secondary plaques and cells and in a lysate created
from primary plaques from BRED with gp52. Gp52Δ mutants are detected in a
scraping of plaques and cells from a streak plate of the primary plaque with the highest
amount of gp52Δ mutants. This sample was used as template in PCR screening for
gp52Δ mutants with tag-specific primers (lane 3) and with flanking primers (lane 7). The
reactions in lane 2 (tag-specific primers) and lane 6 (flanking primers) used the same
template but it was boiled prior to PCR. Gp52Δ mutants are detected with tag-specific
primers in both the non-boiled and boiled template (253-bp product in lanes 2 and 3).
The boiled template contains enough mutants to be detected with the flanking primers, as
seen by the mutant 1,016-bp product in addition to the wild type Ukulele 1,382-bp
product in lane 6. Gp52Δ mutants are also present in a lysate created from a plate of
primary gp52Δ plaques, as seen by the 253-bp product amplified with tag-specific
primers in lane 4. No mutants were detected in this template with flanking primers, as
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seen by the absence of the mutant 1,016-bp product and the presence of only the wild
type Ukulele 1,382-bp product in lane 8. As controls, PCR was performed with flanking
primers on water (lane 5) and with tag-specific primers on water (lane 9). Lanes 1 and 10
contain the molecular size markers.
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4.12 Pure Ukulele gp88Δ mutant particles cannot be isolated using
complementation.	
  
Ukulele gp88 was cloned into the expression vector pST-KT (42) and transformed
into M. smegmatis. Gp88 expression was induced at various levels with
anhydrotetracycline (ATc). Aliquots of these cultures were inoculated with
approximately 100 PFUs from the lysate containing both gp88Δ mutants and wild type
Ukulele phage particles. Ten plaques resulting from infection of cells at each induction
level were screened for the presence of gp88Δ mutants. The only plaque that contained
enough mutants to be detected with flanking primers (gp89_del_scan_Right and
gp89_del_scan_Left) formed on the lawn of M. smegmatis (pST-KT-gp88) that was
induced with 50 ng mL-1 ATc, as seen by the 356-bp product (Fig. 23B, row 2 lane 12).
These gp88Δ mutants were also detected with tag-specific primers (gp88del_tagspecific_L and gp89_del_scan_Right), as seen by the 215-bp product (Fig. 23A, row 2
lane 13). Other plaques also contained gp88Δ mutants detectable with tag-specific
primers. Four formed on an M. smegmatis (pST-KT-gp88) lawn of cells not induced with
ATc (Fig. 23A, row 1 lanes 6, 7, 13, and 14) and another formed on an M. smegmatis
(pST-KT-gp88) lawn of cells induced with 50 ng mL-1 ATc (Fig. 23A, row 2 lane 8).
Wild type phage were also present in these plaques as seen by the wild type 1,137-bp
product amplified by flanking primers (Fig. 23B).
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Figure 23. Agarose gel electrophoresis of products from PCR screening of plaques
resulting from the complementation assay for gp88Δ mutants. Gp88Δ mutants are
detected in several plaques generated from the inoculation of M. smegmatis (pST-KTgp88) cells that are either not induced with ATc or are induced with 50 ng mL-1 ATc.
Plaques were picked into phage buffer and analyzed by PCR with tag-specific primers
(A, row 1 lanes 2−19, row 2 lanes 2−16) and with flanking primers (B, row 1 lanes 2−19,
row 2 lanes 2−15). As controls, PCR was performed with tag-specific primers on Ukulele
genomic DNA (A, row 2 lane 17), with tag-specific primers on water (A, row 2 lane 18),
with flanking primers on Ukulele genomic DNA (B, row 2 lane 16), and with flanking
primers on water (B, row 2 lane 17). Molecular size markers are contained in lanes 1 and
20 for both gels and both rows.
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4.13 M. smegmatis (pST-KT-gp88) is susceptible to infection by Cluster E phages.
M. smegmatis (pST-KT-gp88) is susceptible to infection by Ukulele, Rakim,
Elph10, and Phaja regardless of the quantity of phage or the dose of ATc used to induce
gp88 expression (Fig. 24).
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Figure 24. M. smegmatis (pST-KT-g88) is susceptible to infection by Cluster E
phages. A. Cluster E lysate dilutions were spotted on a lawn of M. smegmatis as a
control. The same Cluster E lysate dilutions were spotted on lawns of M. smegmatis
(pST-KT-gp88) induced with 10 ng mL-1 ATc (B), 25 ng mL-1 ATc (C) and 50 ng mL-1
ATc (D). Gp88 expression does not render M. smegmatis cells immune to Ukulele, Phaja,
Rakim, or Elph10 infection.
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5.0 Discussion
Mycobacteriophages (phages) are a diverse group of viruses that infect
mycobacteria (20). By studying phages, researchers may learn information that could be
useful for developing new strategies for diagnosing, preventing, or treating human
diseases caused by pathogenic mycobacteria such as M. tuberculosis and M. leprae (12,
24). However, in order to be able to apply information obtained from phage research to
human health problems, it is important to understand the functions and regulatory
schemes of phage genes. This study was aimed towards better characterizing Cluster E
mycobacteriophages using the phage Ukulele as a model. This study has contributed an
overall analysis of Cluster E phages including the identification of putative regulatory
elements for gene expression, the assignment of gene functions, and the characterization
of two genes predicted to encode a repressor, excise, or Cro-like protein.
5.1 Four potential terminators have been identified in Ukulele.
Potential simple terminators for Ukulele gp29, gp31, gp37, and gp38 have been
identified (Fig. 11). Ukulele’s genome was scanned for simple factor-independent
terminators, which are the type of terminators used by mycobacterial species, and are
composed of a stem-loop hairpin followed by a U-rich sequence. In mycobacteria, weak
U-rich sequences have a proceeding AU-rich sequence to assist with termination (11).
There are 5 additional locations with convergently transcribed genes where a terminator
would be expected for each gene but where no hairpin sequence is observed. These
regions likely have a terminator with a different structure as it is possible that some phage
genes may terminate by an alternative method.
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5.2 Gp29 and gp30 may be expressed at different times.
Gp29 (rightward) and gp30 (leftward) are transcribed convergently but overlap
with each other. The termination codon of gp29 overlaps with gp30 by 14 bp and the
terminator for gp29 overlaps with gp30 by 48 bp (Fig. 12). It is likely that both of these
ORFs are expressed because they have coding potential, significant HHPred data, and are
conserved among Cluster E phages.
If these genes were expressed at the same time, RNA polymerases might interfere
with each other and therefore it is possible that gp29 and gp30 are expressed at different
times. Gp30 (pham 6914) is the only leftward transcribed gene between two sections of
rightward transcribed genes and therefore its expression could be regulated as needed
without changing the expression of other genes. Gp30 encodes a DNA binding protein
and it is possible it encodes a transcriptional regulator needed only at a specific time
during the phage lifecycle. A gene belonging to pham 6914 is also encoded by Cluster F1
and Cluster J phages as well as the singletons Gaia and MooMoo (38) where it is also a
stand-alone leftward transcribed gene (9).
5.3 Conserved repeats in Ukulele may be involved in regulating transcription or
translation.
Two conserved repeats, conserved repeat 1 (CR1) and conserved repeat 2 (CR2),
were identified in Ukulele. CR1 aligns with the consensus sequence
5´-CTTCACTGAACTg/aAA and occurs five times with four occurrences where the
sequence is oriented in the direction of transcription and is in an intergenic region. CR2
aligns to the consensus sequence of 5´-AGGACAACTGAATAT and occurs seven times
in the genome. Five of these locations have the sequence oriented in the direction of
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transcription and in an intergenic region or overlapping with the start codon of a gene
(Fig. 14). CR1-1, CR1-2, CR1-3, CR1-5, CR2-4 and CR2-5 share characteristics with
Cluster A stoperators (6) and CR2-1, CR2-2, and CR2-3 share characteristics with
Cluster K start associated sequences (SASs) (45).
Cluster A stoperators are repressor binding sites that either prevent or disrupt gene
expression depending on the stoperator’s location. Most stoperators are located either
within a few base pairs of the previous gene’s termination codon or overlapping with the
-35 box of the promoter for the downstream gene. A few are located within coding
regions (6). Stoperator sequences have been well-characterized in the Cluster A2 phage
L5 (6) and in the Cluster A1 phage Bxb1 (25). In L5, each stoperator is 13 bp long and
aligns with the consensus sequence of 5´-GGTGGc/aTGTCAAG. Experimental results
confirm that the L5 repressor binds to at least 24 stoperator sites. There are 34 13-bp
stoperator sites in Bxb1 that follow the consensus sequence of
5´-GTTACGt/ag/aTCAAG. Two stoperators are within an ORF, eight overlap with start
or stop codons, and one is not oriented in the direction of transcription but is still
intergenic (25).
CR1-1, CR1-2, CR1-3, and CR1-5 (Fig. 14) share certain characteristics with stoperators
(6) and may be binding sites for the repressor. These repeats are intergenic and are
oriented in the direction of the downstream gene transcription. CR1-2 and CR1-3 are
upstream of gp52 (the potential repressor, excise, or Cro-like protein) and gp53
(unknown function) respectively. The expression of a repressor, of an excise, or of a Crolike protein would need to be regulated in order to control phage lifecycles. In many other
phages (45, 49), the gene in the corresponding location as Ukulele gp53 encodes a DNA
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binding protein and is the putative repressor. This gene would also need to have its
transcription controlled, but Ukulele gp53 does not have repressor characteristics.
CR2-4 and CR2-5 also share certain characteristics with the Cluster A stoperators
(6). CR2-4 is upstream of gp32 (Lysin A) and is oriented in the direction gp32
transcription (rightward). Proper timing of Lysin A expression is vital because it must be
repressed until phage progreny have been synthesized (43). Mycobacteriophage BPs, a
Cluster G phage, has a characterized 12-bp operator located upstream of the endolysin
(43). However, CR2-4 is downstream of the potential gp31 terminator and therefore may
not regulate Lysin A expression if the terminator is used. CR2-5 is in the intergenic
region between gp48 (leftward) and gp49 (rightward) and is oriented in the direction of
gp48 transcription. These characteristics would suggest that CR2-5 may regulate
transcription of gp48, except that it is upstream of potential promoters for gp48 and
overlaps with a -10 box for putative gp49 promoters predicted by DNA Master (32)
(TTTAGT, at 37,200). CR2-5 is the most varied of identified CR2 repeats (Fig. 14).
Some occurrences of CR2 in Ukulele overlap ribosome binding sites which is
similar to start associated sequences (SASs) in Cluster K phages. SASs regulate gene
expression at the level of translation (45). There are 10−19 12-bp SASs in each phage
with this regulation system. SASs are located 3 to 7 bp upstream of the predicted start
codon and overlap the ribosome binding site (RBS) at their 5´ end. In Cluster K phages,
SASs are found only in the right arm of the phage genome and are usually separated from
upstream genes by more than 50 bp (45). SASs are of unknown function but may down
regulate the synthesis of early lytic proteins that were made in sufficient quantities in
order to direct the ribosome towards synthesizing late lytic proteins (21).
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CR2-1, CR2-2, and CR2-3 are 16-bp repeats in Ukulele that share certain
characteristics with SASs. These repeats overlap with an RBS at the 5´ end and with the
start codon of the downstream gene at the 3´ end (Fig. 14). They are located in the left
arm of the genome between slightly overlapping genes, which is different than SASs
which are located in the right arm of the genome and at 5´ ends of genes separated from
upstream genes by approximately 50 bp (45). CR2-1 overlaps with the gp11 start site.
Gp11 is of unknown function but the corresponding gene in some other Cluster E phages
is labeled in Phamerator as encoding a capsid maturation protein (9). CR2-2 overlaps
with the start site of gp12, which is predicted to encode a capsid protein. CR2-3 overlaps
with the start site of gp18, which is of unknown function but is upstream of the head fiber
protein (gp19) and the tail assembly proteins (gp20 and gp21). Regulating structural
protein translation would be important for controlling the lytic phage lifecycle but would
serve a different function than is predicted for SASs (45, 21).
5.4 Ukulele gp141 may encode a terminase-associated HNH endonuclease.
Ukulele encodes an HNH endonuclease that is expressed from a gene at the right
end of the genome (gp141). This ORF was not identified by gene prediction software but
has a small amount of coding potential for M. smegmatis as determined by GeneMark (3)
and has a very strong BLAST (1) match with HNH domains. The nucleotide sequence is
well-conserved in Cluster E phages. The HNH endonuclease encoded by gp141 may
functionally associate with the terminase, a phage protein that packages genomes into
phage progeny capsids during lytic replication (16). The amino acid sequence of Ukulele
gp141 aligns with 14 out of 26 well-conserved residues of characterized terminaseassociated HNH endonucleases (Fig. 15). This is a much more significant alignment than
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the alignment of characterized terminase-associated HNH endonucleases with gp73 and
gp100, other Ukulele HNH endonucleases, which align with 2 and 1 of the conserved
residues, respectively (Fig. 16). Experimental evidence is needed to confirm the function
of gp141.
5.5 Ukulele gp52 may encode a repressor, excise, or Cro-like protein.
The gene belonging to the pham 1442, gp52 in Ukulele, may encode the Cluster E
immunity repressor. It has a DNA binding domain, is divergently transcribed, and is the
only DNA binding protein whose pham is unique to Cluster E (9, 47). The gene in a
corresponding location in Cluster K phages, which have integration cassettes with similar
structures as those in Cluster E, may encode the repressor protein. This gene was
spontaneously lost from temperate Cluster K phages along with the integrase gene to
generate the lytic phage TM4. This lytic phenotype is consistent with the phenotype of a
phage missing the repressor gene, but it is also consistent with the phenotype of a phage
missing the integrase gene. A different gene encoding a DNA binding protein that is also
missing in TM4 was predicted to encode the Cluster K repressor but was experimentally
confirmed to not be the repressor gene, providing further support that this gene in the
integration cassette may encode the repressor (45). Cluster J and L phages also have
integration cassettes that are structured in a similar way as the Cluster E integration
cassette. Neither the Cluster J nor L genes whose locations correspond to gp52 in Ukulele
are predicted to encode the repressor or excise (9), but these functions have not been
confirmed experimentally. These genes encode proteins with helix-turn-helix DNA
binding domains (Fig. 17).
Gp52 in Ukulele may encode an excise or a Cro-like protein. The DNA binding
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domain of gp52 is predicted to share tertiary sequence with the winged helix DNA
binding domain of the mycobacteriophage Pukovnik excise, which is characteristic of
excise proteins and experimentally-confirmed mycobacteriophage Cro-like proteins in
some Cluster G, I1, N, and P phages (5). Other excise proteins with winged helix
domains include the confirmed excise in lambda (37) and the predicted excise in
mycobacteriophage Whirlwind. Some phage excises have helix-turn-helix domains
instead, such as the excises of mycobacteriphage L5 and P22 (37).
Experiments to determine the function of gp52 are so far inconclusive because
pure gp52Δ mutants have not yet been isolated. Gp52Δ mutants were detected by PCR
with template containing phage particles from plaques on a streak plate of a plaque
known to contain gp52Δ mutants and also containing cells that were surrounding these
plaques. A higher number of mutants were detected when this template was boiled prior
to performing PCR. Boiling cells releases the DNA in the cell, including the bacterial
genomic DNA and/or circular phage genomes. Because more mutants were detected after
boiling the sample, it appears that more gp52Δ mutant phage in this sample exist inside
the bacterial cells than as particles. The detected gp52Δ mutants may be in the form of
prophage, which would suggest that gp52 encodes the excise or a Cro-like protein
because both genes would promote lysogeny if deleted. The detected gp52Δ mutants may
have been in the form of replicated circular phage genomes, which would suggest that
gp52 encodes the repressor since deletion of a repressor would promote lytic growth. If
gp52 is the repressor, it would be possible to isolate a plaque with pure gp52Δ mutants.
Of the 7 secondary plaques that were screened, no gp52Δ mutants were detected.
However, this is a small sample size therefore it will be important to screen more
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secondary plaques before concluding that a pure gp52Δ mutant plaque cannot be isolated.
5.6 Gp88 is not the repressor protein and gp88Δ mutants have not yet been isolated
by complementation.
Gp88 in Ukulele belongs to pham 7409. A gene in this phamily is also found in
Cluster J phages (9). The protein encoded by gp88 was identified as a strong candidate
for the immunity repressor because it has two DNA binding domains predicted to share
tertiary structure with the DNA binding domains of the lambda phage repressor and of
transcriptional regulators. Gp88 is located in the middle of Ukulele’s right arm, which is
a similar location as the well-characterized L5 repressor (gp71) (6).
Pure Ukulele gp88Δ mutants could not be isolated, which suggests that gp88 is
required for growth and therefore is not the repressor. Because of its DNA binding
domains and requirement for phage replication, gp88 is likely an essential transcription
factor or potentially a sigma factor since it has more than one DNA binding domain (41).
Gp88Δ mutants could only be isolated when in the presence of wild type Ukulele phage
particles, presumably because the wild phage produces the gp88 protein for the gp88Δ
phage.
Gp88Δ mutants cannot be isolated using complementation with M. smegmatis
(pST-KT-gp88). This is not unusual, as similar gene deletion experiments were
performed with the phage Giles and of the 19 genes required for phage growth, only 2 of
the deletion mutants could be isolated with complementation (12). It is possible that M.
smegmatis (pST-KT-gp88) cells do not efficiently produce gp88 or perhaps the histidine
and FLAG tags added to gp88 disrupt its folding. It is also possible that the timing of
gp88 expression is crucial to Ukulele phage replication or that a critical gp88 cis-acting
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element is required but missing during complementation (12). More gp88Δ mutants were
detected in M. smegmatis (pST-KT-gp88) whose gp88 expression had not been induced,
suggesting that the constant expression of gp88 in M. smegmatis (pST-KT-gp88) is
detrimental to phage propagation. Since the complementation experiment has only been
performed once it is possible there was an experimental error and it must be repeated
before more conclusions can be drawn.
5.7 Conclusions and future work.
This thesis has contributed to the overall characterization of Cluster E
mycobacteriophages using Ukulele as a model. Cluster E is a poorly characterized
cluster. Through computational analyses, terminators and repeat sequences that may be
involved in transcriptional or translational control have been identified. Gene functions
were assigned, particularly to the structural genes and some enzymes but also to an HNH
endonuclease not detected by gene prediction software. It is not known which Cluster E
genes encode the excise or the repressor. Putative excise and repressor genes have been
identified and two have been deleted from the Ukulele genome to learn more about their
functions. Ukulele gp88 does not encode the repressor as it is required for phage growth
and gp88Δ mutants cannot be isolated using complementation. Ukulele gp52 may encode
a repressor, an excise, or a Cro-like protein. Gp52 has been deleted from the Ukulele
genome but gp52Δ mutants have not yet been isolated.
Future experiments will need to be performed to determine the function of
Ukulele gp52. To confirm whether or not gp52 encodes the repressor, gp52 will be
overexpressed in M. smegmatis and M. smegmatis (pST-KT-gp52) will be tested for
susceptibility to infection by Cluster E phages. In addition, if gp52 encodes the repressor,
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it will not be possible to isolate gp52Δ lysogens. If gp52 encodes the excise or a Cro-like
protein, gp52Δ lysogens will be able to be isolated and gp52Δ lysogens will not release
phage when spotted on a lawn of M. smegmatis. Finally, the functions of putative
terminators and potential regulatory repeat sequences will need to be further explored or
confirmed experimentally.
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APPENDIX
Coordinates of Ukulele predicted genes and putative functions
Gene
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Start
267
557
739
1010
1152
1924
2232
2277
3959
4167
5726
7106
8722
8901
9482
9814
10172
10603
11637
12159
12824
13095
17855
19504
21192

Stop
560
742
1032
1159
1613
1685
1924
3947
4180
5723
7018
8599
8901
9467
9817
10194
10576
11577
12110
12692
13102
17825
19516
21183
22025

26

22042 24438

FWD

27

24435 27275

FWD

28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

27276
28308
28908
29041
29399
30905
31281
31616

FWD
FWD
RVS
FWD
FWD
FWD
FWD
FWD

28238
28736
28723
29325
30901
31288
31620
32473

Direction
FWD
FWD
FWD
FWD
FWD
FWD
RVS
FWD
FWD
FWD
FWD
FWD
FWD
FWD
FWD
FWD
FWD
FWD
FWD
FWD
FWD
FWD
FWD
FWD
FWD

Function
NKF
	
  
NKF
	
  
NKF
	
  
NKF
	
  
Terminase small subunit
	
  
NKF
NKF
	
  
Terminase large subunit
	
  
NKF
Portal protein
	
  
NKF
Capsid protein
	
  
NKF
NKF
	
  
Potentially part of the portal
system
	
  
NKF
NKF
	
  
NKF
	
  
Head fiber protein
	
  
Tail assembly protein
Methyltransferase
Tape measure protein
Distal tail protein
NKF
NKF
	
  
Putative carbohydrate binding
	
  
protein
D-alanyl-D-alanine
carboxypeptidase
NKF
NKF
	
  
NKF
	
  
NKF
	
  
Lysin A
	
  
NKF
	
  
NKF
	
  
Lysin B
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36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78

32470
32893
33554
33943
34596
34868
35251
35418
35651
35859
36024
36419
37008
37259
38279
39269
39804
40021
40116
40250
41097
41240
42062
42640
42501
42734
43044
43442
44407
44810
45525
45836
46306
46677
47045
47221
47451
47861
48168
48401
49048
49376
50635

32886
33138
33375
33557
33991
34593
34865
35251
35415
35644
35878
36024
36706
38140
38518
38496
39364
40119
40253
41095
41243
41518
42367
42392
42734
42895
43445
44410
44817
45532
45836
46306
46674
47045
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47454
47864
48178
48404
49051
49383
50638
50823

FWD
FWD
RVS
RVS
RVS
RVS
RVS
RVS
RVS
RVS
RVS
RVS
RVS
FWD
FWD
RVS
RVS
FWD
FWD
FWD
FWD
FWD
FWD
RVS
FWD
FWD
FWD
FWD
FWD
FWD
FWD
FWD
FWD
FWD
FWD
FWD
FWD
FWD
FWD
FWD
FWD
FWD
FWD

NKF
Glutaredoxin-like protein
	
  
NKF
Lsr2
	
  
NKF
	
  
NKF
	
  
NKF
	
  
NKF
	
  
NKF
	
  
NKF
	
  
NKF
	
  
NKF
	
  
NKF
	
  
Integrase
	
  
NKF
	
  
NKF
	
  
Putative repressor/cro/excise
	
  
NKF
NKF
	
  
Pentapeptide repeat protein
	
  
NKF
NKF
	
  
NFK
	
  
NKF
	
  
NKF
	
  
NKF
	
  
NKF
	
  
Putative helicase
	
  
NKF
NKF
	
  
NKF
	
  
NKF
	
  
NKF
	
  
NKF
	
  
NKF
	
  
NKF
	
  
ssDNA binding
	
  
HNH endonuclease
NKF
NKF
	
  
Putative DNA binding 	
  protein
DNA helicase
NKF
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79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
tRNA
tRNA
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119

50820
51055
51269
51631
51990
52339
53387
53728
53847
55227
56027
56304
56432
56915
57360
57692
58344
59455
60011
60787
61144
61439
61803
62194
62280
62475
62768
63042
63190
63417
63907
64689
64939
65898
66022
66568
66568
66584
67042
67193
67390
67524
67703

51080
51276
51634
51993
52184
53280
53755
53850
55172
560030
56287
56462
56911
57358
57695
58234
59462
59895
60790
61143
61434
61750
62093
62278
62354
62771
63031
63414
63414
63896
64692
64931
65901
66035
66195
66296
66296
67045
67209
67393
67527
67703
67834

FWD
FWD
FWD
FWD
FWD
FWD
FWD
FWD
FWD
FWD
FWD
FWD
FWD
FWD
FWD
FWD
FWD
FWD
FWD
FWD
FWD
FWD
FWD
	
  
	
  
FWD
FWD
FWD
FWD
FWD
FWD
FWD
FWD
FWD
FWD
RVS
RVS
FWD
FWD
FWD
FWD
FWD
FWD

NKF
NKF
	
  
NKF
	
  
Holliday-junction resolvase
	
  
Holliday-junction resolvase
Polynucleotide kinase
NKF
NKF
	
  
RNA ligase
	
  
DNA binding
	
  
WhiB
NKF
	
  
NKF
	
  
NKF
	
  
NKF
	
  
NKF
	
  
Methyltransferase
	
  
ssDNA binding
Clp protease
NKF
	
  
NKF
	
  
DNA binding
	
  
HNH endonuclease
	
  
	
  
	
  
NKF
	
  
NKF
	
  
CMP glycosidase
	
  
CMP glycosidase
NKF
DNA polymerase
	
  
NKF
RecA
	
  
NKF
	
  
NKF
	
  
NKF
	
  
NKF
	
  
NKF
	
  
NKF
	
  
NKF
	
  
NKF
	
  
NKF
	
  
Putative hydrolase
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120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141

67818
68621
69007
69379
69450
69815
70270
70632
70933
71064
71290
71842
72229
72407
72708
72905
73176
73370
73889
73900
74322
74533

67979
68358
68618
69125
69376
69447
69812
70285
70616
70939
71054
71306
71846
72234
72412
72720
72916
73173
73644
74247
74543
74880

FWD
FWD
RVS
RVS
RVS
RVS
RVS
RVS
RVS
RVS
RVS
RVS
RVS
RVS
RVS
RVS
RVS
RVS
RVS
FWD
FWD
FWD

NKF
DNA binding
	
  
NKF
NKF
	
  
NKF
	
  
NKF
	
  
NKF
	
  
Putative RNA binding 	
  protein
NKF
NKF
	
  
NKF
	
  
NKF
	
  
NKF
	
  
NKF
	
  
NKF
	
  
NKF
	
  
NKF
	
  
NKF
	
  
NKF
	
  
NKF
	
  
NKF
	
  
HNH endonuclease 	
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